Press Release

Mobile PERS Series Modified to Increase User-Friendliness
Easy to use, easy to charge
Taipei, Taiwan—January 3, 2014—Climax has modified the Mobile PERS Series, making it much easier for
seniors to use and charge their Mobile Units.
Simple LEDs show the user the Mobile Unit’s status
The Mobile Unit’s LED indications have been simplified for the user to easily recognize the device’s status.
The new LED indicators show the user whether the Mobile Unit’s GSM/3G connection works normally or
fails. It is important for the user to know this because the Mobile Unit can report alarms to and communicate
with monitoring personnel only when its cellular connection works properly.
The LED feature also reminds the user to charge the Mobile Unit when the device’s battery runs low. In
addition, Climax has rolled out a new travel charger that allows the user to know the Mobile Unit’s battery
charge status (charging or fully charged) at a glance.
The user can turn on/off the Mobile Unit when needed
The user can now turn on/off the Mobile Unit when needed by pressing the device’s red button for five
seconds. This function makes seniors’ air travel easier because they can turn off their Mobile Units in
airplanes as required by aviation safety regulations.
When the user presses the Mobile Unit’s red button for five seconds to turn on/off the device, the Mobile
Unit’s voice prompts will announce “Power on” or “Power off.” These new voice prompts are audible confirmation that assures seniors their Mobile Units have been properly turned on/off.
More user-friendly than ever
Climax has implemented these modifications to enable seniors to quickly get familiar with Mobile PERS and
enjoy its benefits. With these user-friendly features providing a more visible and audible protection, seniors
will be able to use this medical alarm with greater ease and confidence.
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